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ABSTRACT

Foreign Scientists and Engineers and Economic Growth in Canadian Labor Markets

In this paper we analyze the impact of foreign-born workers in the fields of Science, Technology, Engineering and Math (STEM) on employment and wages in Canadian geographical areas during the period 1991-2006. Canadian policies select immigrants with a strong emphasis on high educational attainment. Moreover the foreign-born constitute a third of the Canadian population making Canada a very good case to analyze the effect of foreign-STEM workers on the local economy. We use the dispersion of immigrants by nationality across 17 geographical areas in 1981 to predict the supply-driven increase in foreign Scientists and Engineers during the period 1991-2006. Then we analyze their impact on the employment and wages of college and non-college educated Canadian-born (native) workers. We find significant positive effects on the wages and (to a lesser extent) employment of college educated natives. We also find a smaller positive effect on the wages and employment of native workers with very low levels of education (i.e. those with no high school degree). This implies a positive productivity effect of foreign-STEM workers in Canada, and also a college bias in their contribution to productivity growth. Compared to the effect of foreign Scientists and Engineers in US cities, the Canadian results show similar effects on wages of college educated and at least partial evidence of a positive diffusion of the effect to non-college educated, which was not present in the US.
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1 Introduction

Scientists, Technology professionals, Engineers, and Mathematicians, who we will call STEM workers or Scientists and Engineers for brevity, are the drivers of scientific and technological innovation and adoption$^1$. Their presence in a local economy, such as a city, has been considered a main driver of productivity growth and economic success. Several studies (Rauch (1993), Moretti (2004a, 2004b), Iranzo and Peri (2009)) have emphasized the importance of a concentration of college educated workers in enhancing local productivity. Agglomeration of Scientists and Engineers generates agglomeration of productive industries (Ellison and Glaeser (1999)) that, in turn, generates local externalities and virtuous cycles of innovation (Jaffe et al. (1992), Saxenian (2002))$^2$.

Attracting highly educated workers, and especially scientists and engineers, has been considered as a key strategy to promote economic development and growth in cities and regions in many developed countries. Moreover, some countries consider attracting highly educated workers to be a key goal of their immigration policies. Canadian immigration policies of the last thirty years have been designed to attract scientists and engineers from the rest of the world by using a point system that favors foreign-born individuals with high levels of educational attainment and employment in some "specialty" occupations, among which scientists and engineers rank very highly$^3$.

In this study we consider the inflow of foreign scientists and engineers in Canada and estimate their effect on employment, wages and rental prices at the local level. We isolate exogenous, supply-driven changes in foreign-born scientists and engineers in the period 1991-2006 by exploiting the unequal distribution of immigrants by nationality across Canadian geographical areas in 1981, and track their effects on wages, employment and rental costs for native-born (native) individuals across 17 geographical areas. Our identification strategy is similar to ones used by Card and Altonji (1991) and Card (2001) to identify the wage effect of immigrants, and is even more closely related to the one used in Kerr and Lincoln (2010) to estimate the effect of foreign scientists on U.S. patent applications$^4$.

Foreign-STEM workers are likely to spur technological innovation and adoption in Canadian cities and regions, thereby improving average productivity. We analyze in detail who the beneficiaries of these productivity gains are. The development and adoption of new technologies – especially Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) – is credited with significantly increasing the productivity and wages of college educated workers by enhancing and complementing their abilities, but also with increasing inequality—the demand for non-college educated workers stagnates as ICTs substitute for their skills$^5$. Hence our analysis


$^2$Recent books by Edward Glaeser (2011) and Enrico Moretti (2012) identify a city’s ability to innovate as the main engine of its growth.

$^3$Green and Green (1995) document that the point system, created in 1967, altered the occupational composition of immigrant inflows away from low skilled workers and towards high skilled professionals. For a more recent overview of Canada’s point system, see Beach et al. (2011).

$^4$In a related paper (Peri, Shih and Sparber (2013)) we apply the same method to analyze the impact of STEM workers in US cities.

looks at the specific effects that foreign-STEM workers have on the wages and employment of native-STEM workers, native college educated workers and native non-college educated workers. We also analyze whether growth of foreign-STEM workers increases housing prices in local labor markets.

Our main finding is that a one percentage-point rise in the foreign-STEM share of total employment increased the wages of Canadian college educated workers by about 5 percentage-points, while it had a smaller and often non-significant effect on the wages of Canadian non-college educated workers. The same increase in foreign-STEM workers also had a positive and sometimes significant effect on the employment of college educated Canadians of around 0.5-0.7 percentage-points of total employment. The employment of non-college educated was not affected.

Separating non-college educated into those with no degree and those with a high school degree we also find that foreign-STEM workers had a positive impact on the demand for the least educated group (high school dropouts), while the intermediate group (high school graduates) did not benefit from them. This finding implies that productivity growth driven by STEM workers may contribute to labor market polarization, increasing the relative demand for both manual/low skilled jobs performed by high school dropouts and high skilled jobs performed by college educated workers, but decreasing demand for routine jobs requiring intermediate skill levels (as argued by Autor, Levy and Murnane (2003)). Additionally, foreign-STEM workers also had a significantly positive impact on the housing costs of college educated workers, and insignificant effects on the employment and housing costs of non-college educated workers.

Finally, we compare these findings to estimates on the impact of foreign-STEM workers for US metropolitan areas found in Peri, Shih and Sparber (2013), and find that foreign-STEM workers had similarly positive productivity effects for college educated workers in the US and Canada. In contrast with the US, however, Canada exhibits some positive wage and employment effects that are diffused to non-college educated workers.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the data, how STEM workers are defined, the construction of the supply-driven growth in foreign-STEM workers, and the identification strategy and power of the instrument. Section 3 presents the basic empirical estimates of the effect of an increase in foreign-STEM workers on the wages and employment of Canadian workers. In section 4 we extend the empirical analysis by looking at heterogeneity in the wage and employment effects of foreign-STEM on non-college educated, and by analyzing their impact on house rental prices. In section 5 we compare the Canadian estimates with those on foreign-STEM workers in the US, as found by Peri, Shih and Sparber (2013). Section 6 concludes.

(2006), and Goldin and Katz (2007)) emphasize that the large supply of college educated workers was itself the driver of the development of skill-biased technologies. Beaudry et al. (2010) and Lewis (2011) show the role of skill-supply in the adoption of specific technologies. Other papers (Beaudry and Greene (2003, 2005) and Krusell et al. (2000)) emphasize the role of capital (equipment) in increasing the productivity of highly educated workers.
2 Data and Empirical Methodology

The source of all our data on occupations, employment, wages, rents, age, education, and nativity of individuals are provided by Statistics Canada. Specifically we use the Canadian Census Public Use Microdata File on Individuals (PUMFI)\(^6\) in 1981, 1991, 1996, 2001, and 2006. The 1981 PUMFI is a 2% sample and the 1991-2006 files are roughly 3% samples\(^7\). To protect the confidentiality of surveyed individuals, the Census Bureau re-coded PUMFI variables to highly aggregate resolutions. In particular, PUMFIs only identify an individual’s province\(^8\) of residence, and sometimes their Census Metropolitan Area (CMA) in regions with large populations, thereby greatly reducing the available geographic variation. Thus, the geographical level at which we can aggregate our data is constrained by the available geographic codes in the PUMFIs.

We use data on 17 geographic areas that can be consistently identified over the period 1981-2006. Fourteen of these are Metropolitan areas, including some large CMAs (Toronto, Montreal, Vancouver, Calgary, and Ottawa), and smaller CMAs (Quebec City, Hull, St. Catherines-Niagara, London, Hamilton, Winnipeg, Edmonton, Halifax, Kitchener). Then we also include provinces that have no identified CMAs and hence are considered as such (i.e. Saskatchewan, New Brunswick, and Newfoundland and Labrador). This concatenation of provinces and CMAs into geographic areas is largely due to data constraints, but does afford an interpretation of these geographic areas as labor markets. Metropolitan areas are compact economic units, and the three small provinces that we add can also be considered as relatively self-contained. In the remainder of the study we will refer to these 17 units “geographic areas” or “local labor markets”.

2.1 Summary Statistics on STEM workers

The inflow of foreign-STEM workers during the period 1991-2006 was not homogeneously distributed across labor markets in Canada. This is because these locations, and their constituent industries and firms, varied widely in their dependence on foreign-STEM workers. Moreover immigrants had strong preferences to locate in certain cities and provinces particularly due to the existence of historical enclaves of immigrants of similar national origins. Differences in the density of foreigners across geographic areas in 1981 provide a dimension of supply-driven variation in the distribution of new foreign-STEM workers in the 1991-2006 period. Areas with many foreign-STEM workers in 1981 experienced large surges of STEM immigrants in the 1990’s and 2000’s. Places with low foreign-dependence, such as the Atlantic provinces and Northern territories, did not experience large surges. In the following sections we show the importance of the geographical dispersion of pre-existing immigrant enclaves as of 1981 in determining the net growth of foreign-STEM workers in later decades. We also check the validity of some identifying assumptions that are crucial for our approach,

\(^6\)These microdata of the Canadian Census are the only ones available to non-Canadians.

\(^7\)The file for 1991 is a 3% sample, the 1996 is a 2.8% sample, and the 2001 and 2006 are 2.7% samples

\(^8\)Canada officially has 10 provinces: Alberta, British Columbia, Manitoba, New Brunswick, Newfoundland and Labrador, Nova Scotia, Ontario, Prince Edward Island, Quebec, and Saskatchewan. The PUMFI identifies these and defines an 11th province, which is the aggregation of the three territories: Northwest Territories, Nunavut, and Yukon.
in particular that the distribution of native-STEM workers was quite different and unrelated to the distribution of foreign-STEM workers in 1981.

Before analyzing the geographic distribution of foreign-STEM workers and our index capturing supply-driven changes in foreign scientists and engineers, we present some aggregate statistics. As there is no official definition of a STEM worker we follow the procedure described here. We rank occupations on their intensity of employment with a post-secondary degree in a STEM field. Then we label as STEM occupations the top ranked in STEM-major intensity that constitute around 10% of employment in each year. Thus, a STEM worker is an individual who works in one of these STEM occupations.

The first three columns of Table 1 show the foreign-born share of three different employment groups in Canada for each census year from 1981 to 2006. The following three columns show the corresponding values for the US, in the same years, keeping the definition of each group as similar as possible to the Canadian one. From left to right we show the percentage of foreign-born among all workers, among college educated workers and among workers in STEM occupations. Notice that, in both Canada and in the US, foreign-born are over-represented in STEM occupations relative to their average presence in employment. Moreover in both countries the percentage of foreign-born in STEM occupations increased enormously (more than three folds in Canada) between 1981 and 2006. As of 2006 almost one in three STEM workers in Canada was foreign-born, with the same ratio approximately equal to one in four in the US. An interesting difference between the US and Canada is that the Canadian immigration point-system generated an over-representation of foreign-born among college educated (33.7% of them were foreign-born in 2006). In contrast, though US immigrants were not over-represented among college educated (as of 2006, 14.3% of college educated were immigrants, a share close to one in total employment), they were over-represented among scientists and engineers, however. This was likely due to H1B visa policies, discussed in Peri et al. (2013), and because of the strong international appeal of US research institutions and STEM industries.

Table 2 shows the evolution over time of STEM workers and foreign-born STEM workers as a percentage of total employment in Canada. First notice that STEM occupations became more relevant in the overall employment of Canadian residents, as they accounted for 8.7% in 1981, while they employed 13.4% in 2006. Even more remarkably, however, the share of foreign-born STEM workers grew from 0.7% to 4.2% of total employment, a six-fold increase. In fact since 1991 half of the net growth in STEM workers in Canada is attributable to inflows of foreign-born scientists and engineers. These aggregate numbers clearly show that foreigners contributed significantly to the growth of scientists and engineers in Canada. How can we measure the impact of these large inflows on the productivity of Canadian workers? We now turn to the geographic distribution of foreign-STEM in 1981 and its evolution over the following decades.

Post-secondary majors are identifiable from 1991-2006 and STEM fields are defined as: Agricultural Science and Technologies, Engineering, applied sciences and related technologies/trades, Nursing and nursing assistance, Other health professions, and Mathematics and Physics.
2.2 Supply-driven increases in foreign-STEM workers across geographic areas

We construct a variable that captures the supply-driven increase of foreign-STEM workers in each of the 17 geographic areas between 1991 and 2006. We begin by defining the “dependence” of a geographic area on foreign-STEM workers from 11 specific foreign nationalities\(^{10}\). The dependence of area \(c\) on foreign-STEM workers from a specific nationality \((n)\) in 1981 is defined as area \(c\)’s share of foreign-STEM workers of that nationality in total employment: 

\[
\frac{STEM_{c,1981}^{FOR_n}}{E_{c,1981}}.
\]

The dependence of area \(c\) on foreign-STEM workers overall is the sum of the dependence on each nationality group:

\[
\sum_{n=1}^{11} \left( \frac{STEM_{c,1981}^{FOR_n}}{E_{c,1981}} \right).
\]

We choose 1981 because it is the earliest Canadian Census that allows the identification of the 17 geographic areas. It is also well before the period of analysis (which begins in 1991) and the distribution of scientists and engineers at that time was more likely to reflect the presence of traditional manufacturing sectors (oil, chemicals, nuclear) than the presence of the information and communication sector (ICT). In fact the ICT revolution that produced a surge in demand for STEM workers began later, during the 80’s.

After constructing the STEM dependence of each geographic area in 1981 we calculate the aggregate growth factor, \(g_{81-t}^{STEM^{FOR_n}}\), of foreign-STEM workers for each nationality, \(n\), in Canada between 1981 and year \(t\) as,

\[
g_{81-t}^{STEM^{FOR_n}} = \frac{STEM_{t}^{FOR_n}}{STEM_{1981}^{FOR_n}}
\]

where \(STEM_{t}^{FOR_n}\) in equation 1 is the total number of foreign-STEM workers of nationality, \(n\), in Canada in year \(t\).\(^{11}\)

In order to impute the number of foreign-STEM workers in city \(c\) in year \(t\) we then multiply the nationality-specific growth rates by the number of foreign-STEM workers of that nationality residing in city \(c\) in 1981, \(STEM_{c,1981}^{FOR_n}\), and then sum over all nationalities as follows:

\[
STEM_{ct}^{FOR} = \sum_{n=1}^{11} STEM_{c,1981}^{FOR_n} \left( \frac{STEM_t^{FOR_n}}{STEM_{1981}^{FOR_n}} \right) = \sum_{n=1}^{11} STEM_{c,1981}^{FOR_n} \left( g_{81-t}^{STEM^{FOR_n}} \right)
\]

The supply-driven change in foreign-STEM workers, that we use as our instrumental variable in the main empirical specifications, is the change in \(STEM_{ct}^{FOR}\), defined above, over a half-decade standardized by the initial employment in the city \(E_{ct}\)\(^{12}\) given as,

\(^{10}\)The national groups are: USA, Germany, United Kingdom, Italy, Portugal, Poland, Rest of Europe, Asia, Africa, Rest of Americas, Other.

\(^{11}\)Because PUMFIs did not identify detailed birthplace information in Atlantic Provinces and Northern territories, the growth rates are calculated net of foreign-STEM in these areas. Though this introduces some error, the error is very small as the share of all immigrants living in the Atlantic provinces and Northern territories is around 1% in each year of the sample.

\(^{12}\)Since endogenous changes in total employment at the city level may affect the standardization, we also use imputed city employment, obtained using employment by native/foreign and college educated/non-
\[
\frac{\Delta STEM_{ct}^{FOR}}{E_{ct}} = \frac{STEM_{ct+5}^{FOR} - STEM_{ct}^{FOR}}{E_{ct}}
\]  

(3)

The imputed increase in STEM workers captured by (3) does not depend on the area-specific inflow of workers over the period 1991-2006 and hence is uncorrelated with area-specific shocks that affected the productivity of local economy. Our imputed variable only depends on the distribution of foreign-STEM workers by nationality as of 1981, and on the aggregate inflow of foreign-STEM workers by nationality in Canada. This identification strategy is most closely related to the one used by Peri, Shih, and Sparber (2013), and is inspired by the previous works of Lincoln and Kerr (2011), Card (2001), and Altonji and Card (1991), among others.

In the next sections we seek to answer two questions. First: was the distribution of foreign-STEM workers in 1981 correlated with the overall STEM intensity of a city, which might have been correlated with subsequent increase in productivity? Second does our imputed variable have predictive power on \( \frac{\Delta STEM_{ct}^{FOR}}{E_{ct}} \), the actual change in foreign-STEM workers, as measured by Census data, standardized by total initial employment?

### 2.3 Foreign-STEM and Native-STEM Dependence across geographical areas in 1981

Our identification strategy is based on the assumption that an area’s dependence on foreign-STEM workers in 1981 varied across cites due to the differential presence of immigrants caused by persistent agglomeration of foreign communities. These differences subsequently affected the supply of foreign-STEM workers, but were not otherwise correlated with future technological and demand shocks that affected wages and employment. A particular challenge to this assumption might occur, for example, if the density of foreign-STEM workers was correlated with the productive and industrial structure of metropolitan areas in 1981–in terms of their sector composition and scientific and technological base—which would likely be correlated with future wage growth.

To partially address these concerns we show that the dependence of geographic areas on foreign-STEM workers in 1981 has essentially no correlation with their dependence on native-STEM workers. In 1981, more than 90% of STEM workers were native-born Canadians. This implies that the overall dependence of a city on STEM workers in 1981, though correlated with the scientific and technological intensity of production, was not driven by foreign-STEM workers. Instead, foreign-STEM dependence was determined by the overall percentage of foreign-born residents in the area. We also show that while the dependence on foreign-STEM workers in 1981 is correlated with the imputed growth in STEM workers between 1991 and 2006, the 1981 dependence on native-STEM workers is not. In order to capture other province-specific features that might have affected the initial presence of foreign-born and the subsequent growth of a city we also include province-specific effects in college educated status in 1981 augmented by the growth factor of national total employment, of each of these four groups. For example, 
\[
E_{ct}^{FOR, coll} = E_{ct}^{FOR, coll} \left( \frac{E_{1981}^{FOR, coll}}{E_{1981}^{FOR, non-coll}} \right). 
\]

Thus, the denominator we use is:
\[
E_{ct} = E_{ct}^{FOR, coll} + E_{ct}^{FOR, non-coll} + E_{ct}^{NAT, coll} + E_{ct}^{NAT, non-coll} 
\]
several specifications. Our models are estimated in first differences so that effects are identified by half-decade changes in supply-driven foreign-STEM workers across geographic areas. This strategy should eliminate errors arising from unobserved area-specific determinants of the level of our outcome variables. However, we add to the rigor of our models by also including controls for eleven province-specific effects. Thus, identification relies on variation of growth rates across geographical areas within the same province.

The dependence on native and on foreign-STEM workers across the 17 Canadian geographic areas in 1981 varied substantially and these two variables had very little correlation with each other. The first two columns of Table 3 show no correlation between foreign- and native-STEM dependence across geographical areas. While only very limited inference can be drawn from 17 observations, the results suggest that foreign and native-STEM dependence across Canadian labor markets did not seem to have any correlation with each other in 1981. The OLS coefficient is very small, negative and insignificant at standard confidence levels. This suggests that foreign-STEM dependence had little to do with STEM intensity of a Canadian geographic area in 1981. Column 2 of Table 3 shows that a city’s dependence on foreign-STEM workers in 1981 instead had more to do with the presence of other foreign-born residents as a share of the population. The foreign-born population share has an extremely significant association with its foreign-STEM dependence (F-statistic of 43.0) and explains about 74% of its cross-sectional variation. Hence areas with a large immigrant population had a large foreign-STEM dependence, while areas with large native-STEM sectors, potentially correlated with subsequent productivity growth, did not necessarily have large foreign-STEM dependence.

Column 3 of Table 3 goes on to show that the 1981 foreign-STEM dependence has significant power to predict the supply-driven increase in STEM across geographic areas (F-statistic of 26.2 and the partial R-squared explained by that variable is 0.41). To the contrary, column 4 of Table 3 shows that the 1981 native-STEM dependence has no predictive power on the supply-driven increase in STEM (F-statistic of 1.58 and partial R-squared of 0.04). Areas with larger foreign-STEM-dependence in 1981 were not necessarily associated with high shares of STEM workers overall in 1981. However, the fact that large immigration flows produced significant increases in highly educated foreign-STEM workers during the 1990s and 2000s allowed these areas to increase the size of their STEM employment. The initial advantage in foreign-STEM dependence made these areas a more likely destination for foreign-STEM workers entering in 1991 and after. The presence of a network, the easier diffusion of information across foreign groups, and the familiarity of firms with foreign-STEM workers likely reduced the cost for foreign workers to locate in these areas.

Finally, we emphasize that our identification strategy relies upon more than just the overall foreign-STEM dependence. We also use the differential location of foreigners across Canadian areas depending on nationality. An initial foreign-STEM dependence on national groups that experienced large inflows (such as Asians) would produce a particularly large increase in STEM. Our method exploits this variation in the growth of STEM-immigrants from different nations.
2.4 Predicting the Increase in Foreign-STEM

The first step in our empirical analysis is to establish that the imputed supply-driven growth of immigrant-STEM workers significantly predicts the actual increase in foreign-STEM workers across areas. The growth of foreign-STEM workers in a geographic area was driven in part by immigrant preferences, affected by the historical distribution of immigrants in 1981, but also by demand and productivity increases. In this section we analyze how the supply-driven increase in foreign-STEM affected the net observed increase in foreign-STEM workers across Canadian geographic areas. We estimate the following specification:

\[ \frac{\Delta STEM_{ct}^{FOR}}{E_{ct}} = \phi_{t} + \phi_{p} + b_{1} \frac{\Delta STEM_{ct}}{E_{ct}} + \varepsilon_{ct} \]  

(4)

The coefficient of interest is \( b_{1} \) which measures the impact of imputed foreign-STEM inflows on the actual increase in foreign-STEM workers. The term \( \phi_{t} \) captures two period fixed effects, and \( \phi_{p} \) represents 11 province-fixed effects. We include \( t = 1991, 1996, 2001, 2006 \) so that the changes \( \Delta \) refer to the periods 1991-1996, 1996-2001, and 2001-2006. \( \varepsilon_{ct} \) is a zero-mean random error uncorrelated with the explanatory variable.

In Table 4 we show estimates of the coefficient \( b_{1} \) from different specifications. Columns 1, 2 and 3 show the estimates of the coefficient \( b_{1} \) in equation (4). In specification (1) we do not include any fixed effects. In (2) we include period fixed effects (this is the basic specification), and in (3) we include the more demanding province and period fixed effects. Considering that we only have 51 area by period observations the last specification that includes 13 fixed effects is very demanding. The effect of supply-driven STEM is always significant at the 5% level and its value is always close to one. This implies that an increase in supply-driven STEM immigrants by one percentage-point of employment increases actual foreign-STEM share of employment by one percentage-point. We can interpret this regression as the first stage in a two stage least squares (2SLS) estimate of the effect of STEM workers. Note that the F-statistic of 13.88 in the basic specification is well above the critical value for weak instrument tests (usually set around 10). Only when we include province-effects does the imputed variable (though still significant) become less powerful in predicting foreign-STEM (F-statistic equal to 4.91). Figure 1 provides the graphical representation of the power of the imputed variable in predicting the change in foreign-STEM. It shows a clear positive relation (t-statistic equal to 4.3) between the two variables. No outliers seem to drive this relationship.

In column 4 of Table 4 we explore whether the imputed foreign-STEM variable had a significant effect on the total increase in all STEM workers (including native workers). While less powerful than in predicting foreign-STEM, the imputed variable has a significant effect (at the 5% level) also on the growth of total STEM workers (as percentage of the employment). The last column of Table 4 tests whether the predictive power of the imputed variable is affected by the inclusion of a control for the 1981 native-STEM dependence of the geographic area. We already documented in Table 2 a very weak correlation of native-STEM dependence in 1981 and subsequent foreign-STEM growth. Column 5 confirms that controlling for native-STEM dependence does not change at all the predictive power of the imputed variable.
The Estimated Effects of STEM workers on Wages and Employment

In our empirical analysis we estimate the following specification in order to identify the effect of foreign-STEM workers on native labor market outcomes:

\[ y^{\text{Native},z}_{ct} = \phi_t + \phi_p + b_y z \frac{\Delta STEM^\text{For}}{E_{ct}} + b_3 X_{ct} + \epsilon_{ct} \] (5)

The variable \( y^{\text{Native},z}_{ct} \) is an outcome for native workers of type \( z \) (college-STEM, college-non-STEM, or non-college) in geographic area \( c \). In our analysis it measures either a change in wages or in employment. \( \phi_t \) are period fixed effects, \( \phi_p \) are province fixed effects, \( X_{ct} \) are area-specific controls such as the dependence on native-STEM workers. The term \( \frac{\Delta STEM^\text{For}}{E_{ct}} \) is the actual change in foreign-STEM and it is the main explanatory variable. We use the constructed \( \Delta STEM^\text{For} \) as an instrument when we perform the 2SLS estimates of equation (5). \( \epsilon_{ct} \) is a zero-mean random error, and the coefficient of interest is \( b_y z \) which captures the impact of foreign-STEM on the outcome of interest (\( y \)) relative to group \( z \).

Each cell of Table 5 reports the \( b_y z \) estimates capturing the effects of foreign-STEM for different native outcomes, where each of the six columns represents a different outcome. In column 1 the dependent variable is the percentage change of the weekly wage paid to native-STEM workers in each of 17 geographic areas over the 1991-1996, 1996-2001, and 2001-2006 periods. In column 2 the dependent variable is the percentage change of the weekly wage of native college educated workers, and in column 3 it is the percentage change of the weekly wage of native non-college educated workers. Columns 4, 5, and 6 show the effect of STEM on the change in employment of native-STEM workers, native college educated workers, and native non-college educated workers, as percentage of initial total employment (\( \frac{\Delta STEM^\text{nat}}{E_{ct}}, \frac{\Delta H^\text{nat}}{E_{ct}}, \text{ and } \frac{\Delta I^\text{nat}}{E_{ct}} \), respectively). The last column of Table 5 shows the Kleibergen-Paap F-statistics of the first stage that provides a sense of the strength of the instruments.

The different rows of Table 5 represent different specifications. Each includes period effects. The first row reports results from the basic specification. The second row specification is the same as the first but adds Province-effects. In the third row we perform a direct regression where we include the imputed foreign-STEM growth directly as an explanatory variable. Finally the fourth row shows the results of estimating equation (5) with OLS rather than 2SLS.

Three important and consistent results emerge. First, there is a positive and significant effect of foreign-STEM workers on wages paid to Canadian college educated workers. The estimated effect is always statistically different from 0 at the 5% significance level, and the point estimates are between 2.8 and 6.4 percentage-points for each percentage-point increase in the STEM share of employment. The estimates of the effects on the wages of native-STEM workers are smaller and are only significant in two specifications. While native scientists and

\[^{13}\text{Weekly wages are defined as yearly wage income divided by the number of weeks worked. Employment includes all individual between 18 and 65 who have worked at least one week during the previous year.}\]
engineers may benefit from the same positive productivity effect of foreign-STEM as other highly educated natives, they may also be more exposed to direct competition from foreign-STEM workers, hence providing a possible explanation for their lower positive wage impacts. There is no evidence, however, either in the wage or in the employment specifications, of a displacement effect of foreign-STEM on native-STEM workers.

The second consistent result is that foreign-STEM workers also had a positive effect, although significant only in two specifications, on employment of native college educated workers. The point estimates of this effect are smaller than those on wages. They are consistent with the fact that an increase in productivity of highly educated in cities experiencing large inflows of foreign-STEM might have attracted more college educated natives in those cities.

The third important takeaway is that the inflow of foreign-STEM workers had generally a positive but not significant effect on wages and employment of non-college educated natives. In particular the point estimates of the wage response are positive, but are also imprecise and not statistically significant. The insignificant effect on non-college educated workers and the positive wage effect on college educated together suggest that foreign-STEM workers might have caused skill-biased productivity growth in Canadian geographical areas. The weak employment response of college employment might also suggest that adjustment mechanisms beyond the net inflow of college educated employment were at work such as changes in the price of non-tradeables (in the form of house rents), which we analyze in the next section.

Let us notice that the OLS estimates, reported in the last row of Table 5, show larger (and significant) employment effects of STEM immigrants on native college educated and native-STEM workers. To the contrary, the corresponding 2SLS (first row) do not confirm this finding. In part this is due to the less precise 2SLS estimates. However, the fact that there is a positive correlation in the employment of native-STEM and foreign-STEM, which does not seem causal, is very consistent with the presence of demand shocks in geographic areas. Positive technological shocks would attract both native and foreign-STEM workers and lead to upward-biased OLS estimates. However, when we isolate the supply-driven foreign-STEM changes, as we do when using the imputed STEM as instrument, the correlation with native-STEM employment turns out to be zero. The only effect that survives the instrumental variable approach is the one on the wage of college educated natives.

How large are the magnitudes of these estimated effects? The growth in foreign-STEM in the regressions is measured as a percentage of total initial employment. Foreign-STEM workers are a small group (between 0.7 and 4.2% of employment, as shown in Table 2). Their representation in total employment grew about 2 percentage-points during the period 1991-2006. Applying the 2SLS estimates of the first row in Table 5 to the average growth in foreign-STEM nationally implies that it produced an increase in inflation-adjusted wages of college educated natives of about 11 percentage-points. The same increase also produced a (non-significant) increase in wages of non-college educated of 5.8 percentage-points. These are substantial gains. If we consider that average real wage growth for college educated in Canada in the considered period (1991-2006) was 22 percentage points and for non-college educated was 8 percentage points14 we conclude that foreign scientists and engineers were major contributors to the growth of productivity in the Canadian economy.

14We calculated these values using weekly wages, deflated using the CPI, from the Canadian Census.
3.1 Robustness Checks

Table 6 shows how robust the estimated effects are to different specifications and variable definitions. In particular we report the basic specification of Table 5 in the first row and then show the estimates from four different variations of the basic regression. The second row includes the dependence of the geographic areas on native-STEM workers in year 1981 as a control for the initial “technological intensity” of an area, as captured by the presence of scientists and engineers. The third row considers college educated immigrants (rather than STEM only) as the explanatory variable and uses an instrument adjusted accordingly. While we notice that the main estimated effects are still present, the magnitude of the coefficient on wages is smaller. If the actual drivers of productivity growth are STEM workers, measuring college educated, instead, would introduce an error and subsequent attenuation bias (dilution of the effect). This seems to be the case, as the estimated effect (2.87) is quite smaller than what found in any other specification that uses STEM workers (between 5.5 and 8.7).

In the specification of row four we control for the predicted inflow of less educated immigrants, also based on the distribution of less educated immigrants by nationality in year 1981. While immigrants in general may bring differentiated skills to the local labor markets and enhance their performance, our focus is on foreign Scientists and Engineers. Controlling for other (less educated) immigrants would isolate the effect of STEM immigrants only. Notice that by controlling for the imputed inflow of non-college educated immigrants we reduce significantly the power of the instrument. This is because areas that had a large foreign-STEM dependence in 1981 also had a large community of non-college educated foreigners and hence the predictor of non-college educated immigrants is correlated with the predictor of STEM immigrants. The differences in the distribution of nationalities, however, between more and less educated is enough to provide the needed variation for identification. Finally in the fifth row we use total change in STEM workers as explanatory variable while still using the predicted foreign-STEM change as instrument. While the instrument is rather weak in this specification, the point estimates of the wage effects on STEM and college educated are close to those in the basic specification.

Taken as a whole the estimates of Table 6 confirm the robustness of the positive and significant estimated effect of foreign-STEM on wages of native college educated. The median estimated coefficient is around 5 which is very close to the estimate in the basic specification. The effects estimated on the wages of native-STEM workers are also positive and usually significant, but smaller (around 2 percentage-point increase for an inflow of foreign-STEM of one percentage of employment). The other effects are rarely significant, except for the employment effects on native college educated which are usually positive and significant in two specifications and close to 0.5. Finally the effects of foreign-STEM on the wages and employment of non-college educated are mostly positive but they rarely reach significance (only in the last row the wage effect is significant). It is worth looking more carefully at the effects on the group of non-college educated to see whether some subgroups within it benefitted while other lost. We explore this exercise in the next section.

\[^{15}\text{As additional check (not reported) we also control for non-STEM immigrants. The results show that non-STEM immigrants do not have any significant impact. The coefficients on STEM immigrants do not change by much, although the standard errors increase reducing the significance of the coefficients.}\]
4 Extensions

4.1 Heterogeneous effects on the wages and employment of non-college educated

Table 7 shows the effect of foreign-STEM workers on the wages (columns 1 and 2) and employment (columns 3 and 4) of native non-college educated workers. In this specifications we refine this educational category by separating non-college educated into high school dropouts (columns 2 and 4) and high school graduates (columns 1 and 3). By distinguishing high school graduates from high school dropouts we can check whether these two groups are differentiated in their complementarity with college educated labor.

This is also an interesting test for whether foreign-STEM workers produced the type of change in labor demand that has been defined as “polarization of the labor market”. This phenomenon implies that higher employment growth at the high and low ends of the education spectrum have occurred at the expenses of intermediate-level jobs (e.g. Autor (2010), Autor et al. (2006)). Some studies (e.g. Autor, Levy and Murnane (2003)) have emphasized that one driver of this phenomenon was information technology, whose development and adoption was certainly facilitated by STEM workers. Technological innovation, the story goes, has substituted routine cognitive tasks typically performed by workers with a high school degree (e.g. data processing, and logistical, organizational and secretarial activities) with the computer. In contrast, however, this type of innovation did not decrease the demand for manual tasks in sectors as construction, personal, hospitality and home services typically performed by non-high school educated workers. Hence ICT innovation did not displace the lowest educated workers, and in fact may have even created new jobs in these occupations, as the college educated became richer and may have demanded more of these services.

The estimates of Table 7 show that STEM effects on high school graduates are insignificant (the point estimate is even negative for the employment effect). To the contrary the effects on wages and employment of high school dropouts are positive and significant. In particular an increase in foreign-STEM by one percentage of employment increases the wages of workers with no degree by 4.2 percentage-points, and their employment by 0.9 percent of total employment. This would be consistent with claims that STEM driven-technological progress contributes to labor market polarization by positively impacting the demand for low education groups (dropouts) more than intermediate education groups (high school graduates). This positive and significant effect on workers with no degree is an interesting sign that the benefits from STEM workers may diffuse in the local economy, via local demand, to workers not directly affected by the increases in productivity driven by information technology. Foreign scientists and engineers benefitted college graduates but also, possibly through local labor demand linkages, workers with low skill levels.

4.2 The Effect on Housing Rents

The estimated impact of foreign-STEM workers on wages paid to college educated natives is significantly positive. However the impact was smaller and less statistically significant on the employment of native college educated in Canadian Geographical areas. Why do we not
see more college educated workers move to locations in which STEM workers have increased their productivity? A plausible explanation for the US, emphasized by Moretti (2011) and Saiz (2007), is that the cost of non-tradeable services, mainly housing rents, increased in cities experiencing wage growth. Thus, housing prices might absorb some of the college educated wage growth driven by an inflow of STEM workers that we have identified in this paper. We are not aware of similar studies on Canadian cities but it makes sense to think that a similar mechanism may be at work there too.

In order to check that this is a relevant adjustment channel we analyze the effect of STEM workers on house rents, as measured by the Canadian Census in 1991, 1996, 2001, and 2006. We construct the median monthly rent per room in constant dollars by using data on the total number of rooms occupied and rent paid by native individuals between 18 and 65 years of age in a geographic area (to be consistent with the wage data). In order to identify the specific effect for college and non-college educated rents we construct the rent per room of those two groups separately.

We then adopt these median rent values as the $y$ outcome variable in regression (5), using the same methodology and instruments as in our wage and employment regressions. We include period effects in all specifications. Table 7 reports the estimated effect on a change in rents paid by college and non-college educated workers caused by changes in foreign-STEM employment. Columns 1 and 3 show the effect on the median rent paid by college educated workers (controlling or not for the initial native-STEM dependence in the area), while columns 2 and 4 show the impact on the median rent of non-college educated labor. In the first row we show 2SLS estimates of the specification. The last row shows the first stage F-statistics that reveals the strength of the instruments.

The main result we find is a positive and significant effect of foreign-STEM on rents paid by college educated workers. The point estimates are around 4. Conversely, point estimates of STEM effects on rents paid by non-college educated workers are smaller (near 2) and are not statistically significant. The inflow of foreign-STEM workers increased the wages of college educated labor but also increased their housing costs. This differential increase in rents is probably due to the more limited supply of desirable locations in geographic areas for college educated labor and the larger increase in their incomes.

Housing costs are likely to affect the cost of other non-tradeable local services as well, and the sum of those effects will influence real wages. The US Consumer Expenditure Surveys\footnote{We use median rent in the geographic area (rather than average rent) because payments are top-coded and in some metropolitan areas a large proportion of individuals are subject to the top-code. This would affect the average but not the median value of rents. We use the data on rents, rather than house values, because they capture more closely the cost of housing services provided by a building and do not include their asset value.} for college educated workers from 1998-2002 – dates in the middle of our dataset – shows that housing costs represented 33% of individual expenditures, while an additional 17% of their expenditures were in utilities, health, and entertainment (arguably non-tradeable services). Hence, 50% of college educated workers’ incomes could easily be spent on non-tradeable services. If we consider the average estimated price effect (from Table 11) to be around a 4 percentage-point increase for each one percentage-point rise in the STEM share of employment, and the corresponding average effect on wages to be around 5.5 percentage-

\footnote{See the Bureau of Labor Statistics (2005).}
points (from the basic specification in Table 5), then the real wage increase for college educated labor, accounting for purchasing power, would be only around 3.5 percentage-points18.

We then use the effects of foreign-STEM on native college educated real wages (equal to 3.5 from the calculation above), on native college educated employment (0.56 in the basic specification of Table 5), and the share of native college educated in total employment in 2001 (0.15) to derive the implied elasticity of labor supply for native college educated19. The implied value for the elasticity of labor supply (employment) of college educated natives to their own wage is 1.06 (= 0.56/(3.5 * 0.15)). This is a large value, yet close to estimates in several studies (e.g. Kimmel and Kniesner (1998)). It implies a large response of college educated employment to changes in wages, consistent with the idea that college educated workers are highly mobile across geographical areas. The STEM effect on non-tradeable prices, therefore, contributes substantially to absorbing the local effect on college educated wages.

The response of college educated supply to changes in real wages is in line with several estimates in the previous literature.

Overall Canadian labor markets seem to have benefitted significantly from the inflow of foreign-STEM workers. The growth of wages and employment for highly educated Canadians was stimulated by foreign-STEM workers. Even the job opportunities of less educated (those with no degree) seem to have improved because of these positive growth effects. The cost of housing, especially for the highly educated who are likely to live in the more expensive parts of town, increased. Are these positive effects of highly educated foreign scientists and engineers generalizable to other economies? Can we compare these effects with the impact of foreign scientists and engineers in other countries?

Table 9 shows the estimated effects for the basic specification estimated using Canadian data with a similar specification estimated by Peri, Shih and Sparber (2013) on US cities. The analysis of STEM workers in US cities relies on many more observations (219 cities over 20 years) and exploits the large inflows of the 1990’s and 2000’s driven by the H1B visa policy, explicitly designed to attract “specialty” workers and especially STEM workers. Nevertheless the empirical approach, the identification strategy and the period used in these two studies are similar, so that we can compare the estimates and learn if foreign-STEM workers had similar impact in these two countries.

The first row of Table 9 shows the basic estimated effects of foreign-STEM workers using Canadian geographical areas. The second row shows the basic estimated effects for US cities.
metropolitan areas. One common result is that the effect on college educated natives is significant and similar in the two cases (coefficient around 5). However the US shows a positive and stronger effect for native-STEM wages, but non-significant and negative point estimates on the wages and employment of non college educated. In Peri, Shih and Sparber (2013) we also separate workers with no degree and high school graduate and find no significant effect on wage or employment either group. Somewhat differently, however, the Canadian data show a positive albeit not significant effect of STEM on wage and employment of non-college educated. The split between workers with no degree and High school graduates (in Table 7), moreover, shows that the least educated group received a positive demand boost from the inflow of foreign-STEM workers.

Overall, while the productivity effect on college educated seems similar between Canada and the US, there seems to be lower skill-bias in the Canadian effect as the estimated effect on wages and employment of non-college educated is never negative, and the employment and wages of workers with no degree seem to respond positively to foreign-STEM. Perhaps the productive and/or institutional structure of the Canadian economy is more conducive to a broader diffusion of the positive productivity effect of scientist and engineers on the rest of the labor force.

6 Discussion and Conclusions

The design of Canada’s immigration policy has helped to generate large inflows of scientists and engineers over the past few decades. In this paper we estimate the impact of inflows of foreign scientists and engineers on the productivity of native-born college and non-college educated Canadian workers. The uneven distribution of foreign-STEM workers across Canadian provinces and metropolitan areas in 1981 – a decade prior to our period of analysis – and the high correlation between the pre-existing enclaves of foreign-born workers and subsequent immigration allows us to identify a supply-driven inflow in foreign-STEM workers. We find that a one percentage-point increase in the foreign-STEM share of an area’s total employment over five years increased wages of native college educated workers by 5 percentage-points and also had a small positive effect on their employment. These results indicate that growth in STEM workers spurred technological growth by increasing the productivity of (and demand for) college educated workers.

The inflow of foreign scientists and engineers also had (often non-significant) small positive effects on the wages and employment of non-college educated labor. After analyzing the group of non-college educated laborers in more detail we find that workers with less than a high school degree, who are typically employed in manual-intensive local services, received a positive boost in employment and wages from the local inflow of foreign-STEM. In contrast we find no impacts on the wages or employment of middle-skill workers (non-college educated with a high school degree). These results suggest that foreign-STEM inflows may have contributed to polarization in Canadian labor markets, similar to the recently documented labor market polarization in the US (e.g. Autor (2010), Autor et al. (2006)).

The increased incomes of college educated workers also produced higher demand for local, non traded goods. This is evidenced by increased housing rents, especially for college educated workers, which eroded the purchasing power of their wage gains. Increased demand
for local non tradeables also increased the wages of less educated workers who provide such services. Native workers as a whole benefitted significantly from the inflow of foreign-STEM workers which increased wages of college educated by 11 percentage-points over the period 1991-2006.

While Canada’s immigration policy is selective of high skilled workers, understanding more about the quality of such workers remains an important task. In this paper we do not discuss heterogeneity in the quality of foreign-STEM workers. Indeed the positive productivity effects we find may likely depend on the quality of foreign scientists and engineers, for example, whether they obtained their degree in Canada and how this is related to their economic contributions. Understanding the quality and human capital of immigrants, and the interaction of their quality with measured productivity effects in greater detail is an important future avenue of research.
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Table 1: Summary Statistics, Percentage of Foreign-Born, by Group in Canada and in the US

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Canada</th>
<th></th>
<th>United States</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Foreign-Born % of Employment</td>
<td>Foreign-Born % of College-Educated</td>
<td>Foreign-Born % of STEM workers</td>
<td>Foreign-Born % of Employment</td>
<td>Foreign-Born % of College-Educated</td>
<td>Foreign-Born % of STEM workers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>8.2%</td>
<td>8.5%</td>
<td>8.2%</td>
<td>6.4%</td>
<td>7.0%</td>
<td>9.8%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>23.6%</td>
<td>26.8%</td>
<td>25.5%</td>
<td>9.0%</td>
<td>9.0%</td>
<td>13.7%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>24.0%</td>
<td>27.5%</td>
<td>26.7%</td>
<td>11.1%</td>
<td>10.8%</td>
<td>16.6%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>25.2%</td>
<td>30.7%</td>
<td>29.3%</td>
<td>13.2%</td>
<td>12.7%</td>
<td>19.5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>26.3%</td>
<td>33.7%</td>
<td>31.4%</td>
<td>15.0%</td>
<td>14.3%</td>
<td>22.5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The figures are obtained by the authors from PUMFI Canadian Census and IPUMS USA data. The relevant population includes only non-institutionalized individuals between age 18 and 65 who have worked at least one week in the previous year.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Foreign-STEM</th>
<th>Total STEM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
<td>8.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
<td>9.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
<td>10.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>3.7%</td>
<td>12.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>4.2%</td>
<td>13.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** The figures are obtained by the authors from PUMFI Canadian Census data. The relevant population includes only non-institutionalized individuals between age 18 and 65 who have worked at least one week in the previous year.
Table 3
Native and Foreign STEM Dependence across Canadian Geographic areas in 1981

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(1) Foreign-Stem Dependence 1981</th>
<th>(2) Foreign-Stem Dependence 1981</th>
<th>(3) Predicted foreign STEM Growth</th>
<th>(4) Predicted foreign STEM Growth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Foreign-STEM Dependence, 1981</td>
<td>0.16*** (0.03)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native STEM Dependence, 1981</td>
<td>-0.001 (0.06)</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.041 (0.032)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign-Born Share of Population, 1981</td>
<td>0.074*** (0.011)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-Statistic</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>43.01</td>
<td>26.2</td>
<td>1.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-Square</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** Each column represents a separate regression. The dependent variable is written at the top of the corresponding column. Specifications (1) and (2) include Canadian Metro areas/Provinces in 1981. Regressions (3) and (4) include the predicted change in foreign STEM in 1991-96, 1996-2001 and 2001-2006 regressed on the 1981 STEM dependence (foreign or native). The standard errors are heteroskedasticity robust. ***, **, * = significant at the 1%, 5% and 10% level.
### Table 4
**Predictive Power of the Imputed Increase in Foreign-STEM**  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent Variable</th>
<th>(1) Change in Foreign-STEM as a % of Initial Employment</th>
<th>(2) Change in Foreign-STEM as a % of Initial Employment</th>
<th>(3) Change in Foreign-STEM as a % of Initial Employment</th>
<th>(4) Change in total STEM as a % of Initial Employment</th>
<th>(5) Change in Foreign-STEM as a % of Initial Employment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Other Notes:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imputed Change</td>
<td>1.01*** (0.23)</td>
<td>1.16*** (0.31)</td>
<td>1.28** (0.57)</td>
<td>1.34** (0.61)</td>
<td>1.16*** (0.30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in Foreign-STEM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period Effects</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Province Effects</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-test of the</td>
<td>18.31</td>
<td>13.88</td>
<td>4.91</td>
<td>4.79</td>
<td>14.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coefficient</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** Each column reports coefficients from a separate regression. The units of observations are 17 Canadian Metro Areas/ Provinces over the periods 1991-1996, 1996-2001, 2001-2006. The dependent variable is described at the top of the column. The explanatory variable is always the imputed growth of foreign-STEM workers, as a percentage of initial employment. ***, **, * = significant at 1%, 5% and 10% level respectively.
### Table 5
Estimated Effects of Foreign STEM on the Wages & Employment of Canadian Native Workers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Explanatory Variable: Imputed Growth in Foreign-STEM</th>
<th>(1) Growth Rate in Weekly Wage, Native STEM</th>
<th>(2) Growth Rate in Weekly Wage, Native College-Educated</th>
<th>(3) Growth Rate in Weekly Wage, Native Non-College-Educated</th>
<th>(4) Growth Rate in Employment, Native STEM</th>
<th>(5) Growth Rate in Employment, Native College-Educated</th>
<th>(6) Growth Rate in Employment, Native Non-College-Educated</th>
<th>K-P Wald F-Statistic of the First Stage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic Specification, with period effects</td>
<td>2.28* (1.30)</td>
<td>5.52** (2.64)</td>
<td>2.97 (1.92)</td>
<td>0.14 (0.35)</td>
<td>0.56 (0.40)</td>
<td>0.42 (1.77)</td>
<td>13.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specification, with period and province fixed effects</td>
<td>-1.08 (1.67)</td>
<td>2.86** (1.20)</td>
<td>0.54 (0.84)</td>
<td>0.06 (0.33)</td>
<td>0.78** (0.32)</td>
<td>-1.19 (0.84)</td>
<td>4.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic Specification, direct regression on imputed foreign STEM growth</td>
<td>2.66* (1.19)</td>
<td>6.44** (2.85)</td>
<td>3.47 (2.10)</td>
<td>0.17 (0.46)</td>
<td>0.65 (0.55)</td>
<td>0.49 (2.24)</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic Specification, OLS</td>
<td>1.28 (1.10)</td>
<td>4.10** (1.77)</td>
<td>1.65 (1.25)</td>
<td>0.34** (0.17)</td>
<td>0.64** (0.24)</td>
<td>0.48 (1.12)</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** Each cell includes the 2SLS estimate of the impact of growth of foreign-STEM on the dependent variable listed at the top of the column. The instrument used is the imputed growth of foreign-STEM workers. The last two rows use OLS estimation. The Basic specification estimated is as (5) in the text. It includes period effects. The standard errors are heteroskedasticity-robust and clustered at the province level. ***, **, * significant at the 1, 5, 10% level.
Table 6

Foreign STEM Effect on the Wages & Employment: Extensions and Checks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Explanatory Variable: Growth rate of Foreign – STEM Instrument: Imputed Growth of Foreign-STEM</th>
<th>Dependent Variable: Growth Rate of</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1) Weekly Wage, Native STEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic Specification, with period effects</td>
<td>2.28* (1.30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controlling for Native STEM dependence 1981</td>
<td>2.27* (1.31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent variable: foreign College educated</td>
<td>1.45* (0.88)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic, Controlling for less educated immigrants (period effects only)</td>
<td>2.47 (1.82)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total change in STEM as explanatory variable</td>
<td>1.98* (1.05)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Each cell includes the 2SLS estimate of the impact of growth of foreign-STEM on the dependent variable listed at the top of the column. The instrument used is the imputed growth of foreign-STEM workers. The specification estimated is as (***) in the text. It always includes period effects. The standard errors are heteroskedasticity-robust and clustered at the metro-area level. ***, **, * significant at the 1, 5, 10% level.
Table 7
Foreign STEM Effect on the Wages & Employment: Split Non-College into Two groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification:</th>
<th>(1) Weekly Wage, Native High School graduates</th>
<th>(2) Weekly Wage, Native No high school degree</th>
<th>(3) Employment, Native High School graduates</th>
<th>(4) Employment, Native No high school degree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dependent Variable</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imputed Change in Foreign-STEM</td>
<td>2.16 (1.63)</td>
<td>4.22* (2.58)</td>
<td>-0.49 (1.41)</td>
<td>0.91** (0.42)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period Effects</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-P Wald F-Statistic of the First Stage</td>
<td>13.87</td>
<td>13.87</td>
<td>13.87</td>
<td>13.87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Each cell includes the 2SLS estimate of the impact of growth of foreign-STEM on the dependent variable listed at the top of the column. The instrument used is the imputed growth of foreign-STEM workers. The specification estimated includes period effects. The standard errors are heteroskedasticity-robust and clustered at the metro-area level. ***, **, * significant at the 1, 5, 10% level.
Table 8
2SLS Regression of Foreign-STEM on House Rental Prices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification:</th>
<th>Dependent Variable</th>
<th>(1) Median Rent, College-Educated</th>
<th>(2) Median Rent, Non College-Educated</th>
<th>(3) As (1) controlling for 1981 native STEM dependence</th>
<th>(4) As (2) controlling for 1981 native STEM dependence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Imputed Change in Foreign-STEM</td>
<td>Imputed Change in Foreign-STEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.01**</td>
<td>2.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(2.19)</td>
<td>(1.51)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Period Effects</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>K-P Wald F-Statistic of the First Stage</td>
<td>13.87</td>
<td>13.87</td>
<td>14.04</td>
<td>14.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Each cell includes the 2SLS estimate of the impact of growth of foreign-STEM on the dependent variable listed at the top of the column. The instrument used is the imputed growth of foreign-STEM workers. The standard errors are heteroskedasticity-robust and clustered at the metro-area level. ***, **, * significant at the 1, 5, 10% level.
### Table 9

**Compare the effects of foreign STEM: US versus Canada**


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Explanatory Variable: Imputed Growth in Foreign-STEM</th>
<th>(1) Growth Rate in Weekly Wage, Native STEM</th>
<th>(2) Growth Rate in Weekly Wage, Native College-Educated</th>
<th>(3) Growth Rate in Weekly Wage, Native Non-College-Educated</th>
<th>(4) Growth Rate in Employment, Native STEM</th>
<th>(5) Growth Rate in Employment, Native College-Educated</th>
<th>(6) Growth Rate in Employment, Native Non-College-Educated</th>
<th>K-P Wald F-Statistic of the First Stage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic Specification, <strong>Canada</strong> Estimates</td>
<td>2.28* (1.30)</td>
<td>5.52** (2.64)</td>
<td>2.97 (1.92)</td>
<td>0.14 (0.35)</td>
<td>0.56 (0.40)</td>
<td>0.42 (1.77)</td>
<td>13.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic Specification, <strong>US</strong> estimates</td>
<td>7.81** (1.93)</td>
<td>4.98*** (1.20)</td>
<td>-0.46 (0.96)</td>
<td>0.14 (0.52)</td>
<td>1.80 (1.52)</td>
<td>-3.51 (2.67)</td>
<td>17.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** The estimated elasticity values reported for Canada in Row are from table 6. Those for the United States are from Peri, Shih and Sparber (2013), table 9, row 1. The specification estimated includes period effects. The standard errors are heteroskedasticity-robust and clustered at the metro-area level. ***, **, * significant at the 1, 5, 10% level.
Figure 1

Note: Power of the predicted STEM variable in predicting actual growth of STEM immigrants in Canadian geographic areas.